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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we define a condit ion called TUT(2)  for a graph and prove that  a graph G has a 
'-)-factor if and only if G satisfies the condit ion TUT(2) .  
DEFINITION 1. The formal bubble number of a (finite, nondirected, and simple) graph G, denoted 
by FBUB(G) ,  is the sum of the number of odd vertices of G and twice the number of isolated 
vertices of G. The bubble number of G, denoted by BUB(G) ,  is the smallest formal bubble 
number  of a spanning subgraph of G. A graph G is said to satisfy the condition TUT(2)  if for 
every proper subset S of V(G) the bubble number of G-  S does not exceed twice the cardinality 
(order) of S. 
I f  a graph G has a 2-factor, then G satisfies the condit ion TUT(2) .  Our purpose is to show" 
the reverse. 
2. PREL IMINARY THEOREMS 
THEOREM 2. SWEEPING OUT LEMMA. Let H be an induced subgraph of a graph G and 
assume that BUB(G)  = O, then there exists a subset ~ of E(G) which satisfies tile following two 
conditions. 
(1) ~ has no bubbles in H, that is, for each vertex X of H the degree of ~ at X is positive and 
eyen. 
(2) The radiation number of ~ from H (namely the number of edges in ~ each of whJcll is 
incident to exactly one vertex of H) is equal to BUB(H) .  
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PROOF. Because BUB (G) = 0, there exists a spanning subgraph G1 of G such that FBUB(G1) = 0. 
We paint all edges of G1 with red color and other edges of G with white color. 
Let H1 be a spanning subgraph of H such that FBUB(H1) = BUB(H),  and assume that 
among those "bubble minimum" spanning subgraphs H1 has maximum nmnber of red edges and 
minimum nmnber of white edges. Precisely speaking, we assume Hi  has largest "color index" 
k(H1) = r(H1) - , ' (H i )  among the co-workers, where r(H1) is the number of red edges of H1 
and w(H1) is the nmnber of white edges of HI.  Next two properties of HI are obtained without 
difficulty. 
(1) If X is an odd vertex of H1, then a red edge e of G connects X to a vertex y of G - H. 
(2) If X is an isolated vertex of Ht, then two distinct red edges el and e2 of G connect X to 
vertices yl and Y2 of G - H, respectively, 
By these properties we can construct he desired set {. 
DEFINITION 3. An M.G.M. model is a trio {G, M, a} where G is a graph, M a maximun~ 2- 
matching of G (namely a maximum subset of E(G) whose degrees do not exceed two) and a a 
vertex of G called the origin at which the degree of M vanishes. 
DEFINITION 4. Let (G, M, a) be an M.G.M. model. Customarily, we paint edges in M with red 
co/or and edges not in M with white color. An alternating trail P(a --+ x) beginning with the 
origin a and ending with a vertex X is called a principal trail to X. We assign to each vertex of G 
one of the tire marks A, W, R, B, and N according to the following rules. 
(1) We assign mark A to the origin a. 
(2) If  at least one principal trail to a vertex ~ has a white last edge and no principal trail to X 
has a red last edge, we assign mark W to the vertex X. 
(3) If, to the contrary, at least one principal trail to X has a red last edge and no principal 
trail to X has a white last edge, we assig~l mark R to the vertex X. 
(4) If  there exist two principal train to X whose last edges are white and red, we assign mark B 
to the vertex X. 
(5) If  there exists no principal trail to X, we assign mark N to the vertex X. 
When X denotes one of the five marks A, ~V, R, B, and N, the X-part  of G is the set of all 
vertices of G to which the mark X is assigned. We regard the X-part  as an induced subgraph 
Of G. In particular, a connected component of the B-part is called a B-ball. 
When a principal trail P runs along an edge e (i.e., P contains e), we consider that P assigns 
a direction to e. Thus, some edges of G are directed in one way or two ways. If no principal 
trail runs along an edge e, then e is not directed. We simply call a directed edge (in the sense 
mentioned above) an arc. 
LEMMA 5. Given an ~I.G.M. model {G, M, al, we have the following. 
(1) There is no principal trail P(a -~ a) except he trivial one. 
(2) If  an edge e = uv is directed in two ways, then both u and v are contained in the same 
B-ball. 
(3) A1 is strong (that is, the degree of ~// equals two) at each vertex of the W-part and the 
B-part. 
THEOREM 6. Each B-ball of an M.G.M. model has its unique incoming are. 
PROOF. The proof is obtained by reduction ad absurdum as follows. 
(1) Suppose that a B-ball B1 of an M.G.M. model {G, 21//, a} has more than one incoming 
arcs .  
(2) Select an incoming arc c~ to B1 arbitrarily and fix it. Then there is no alternating trail P 
such that the first edge of P is ct (direction preserved), the last edge of P is another 
incoming arc to B1 (direction reversed) and all other edges of P lie in B1. (In the following, 
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we simply say that an alternating trail Q is a "y-trail if the first edge of Q is an inconfing 
arc 7 to B1 (direction preserved) and all other edges of Q lie in B1.) 
(3) If there is an a-trail P then there is another c~-trail Q such that the end vertices of P 
and Q are the same and the colors of last edges of them are distinct. 
(4) Let X and y be two adjacent vertices of B1. If there is an a-trail P ending with X then 
there is also an c~-trail Q ending with Y. 
(5) Let ~ be another incoming arc to B1, then we can construct an alternating trail P whose 
existence has been negated in (2). 
PRooF (2) (5). 
(2) If there is an alternating trail P mentioned in (2) then by merging P and a principal 
trail Q whose last edge is c~ (direction preserved), we get a principal trail R whose last. 
edge is either the first edge of P (namely a, direction reversed) or the last edge of P 
(namely another incoming arc to B1, direction reversed). Thus, one of the incoming arcs 
above is also an outgoing arc from B1, contradicting (2) of Lemma 5. 
(3) Let ~' be the end vertex of P. Because the mark of X is B there exists a principal r.rail 
t?(a ~ X) whose last edge is painted with distinct color from that of P. By shortenii~.g /?
we get a ">trail R1 (for some incoming arc 7 to B1) such that the end vertex and the last 
edge of t71 are the same as those of R. In the case c* = % Q = R1 is the desired ~,-trail. 
In the other cases, by merging P and -~1 and using (2) we obtain the desired c>trail Q 
again. 
(4) This follows from (3). 
(5) By (4) and (3), and by connectedness of B1, there exists an c~-trail Pl(U --, u) such that v 
is incident from (the arc) ~ and the last edge of P1 is painted with distinct colors from 
that of ~. By adding P1 and/3 (direction reversed), we get the alternating trail P desired 
iu (5). 
3. PROOF OF MAIN  THEOREM 
In this section, we prove the equivalence of having 2-factor and the condition TUT(2). First, 
we deal with M.G.M. models. 
THEOREM 7. If (G, M, a) is an I~I.C.M. model, then G does not satisfy the condition TUT(2). 
PROOF. Let (G,M,a)  be an M.C.M. model. We can assume BUB(G) = 0 without loss of 
generality. Paint edges in M with red color and edges not in M with white color. Labels (marks) 
A, I,t/, R, B, and N are given to the vertices of G and some edges of C are directed in one way or 
two ways according to Definition 3. We shall show that the bubble number of G - W (where W 
,lenotes the ~V-part of G) exceeds twice the cardinality (order) of W. 
By Theorem 2, there exists a subset ~ of E(G) such that ~ has no bubble at any vertex of G-  W 
and the radiation number of ~ from G - W equals BUB(G - W). We consider the [)inary sum 
,~f ~ and ~i. When ~ runs along an arc e (i.e., ~ contains the underlying edge of e) we call c, an 
4--arc. We have next facts. 
FACT A. When X denotes a B-bM1 or a vertex of  the R-part of G, ~-ares are export dominant 
~t X, that is, the number of incoming ~-arcs to X does not exceed the number of outgoing ~-.arcs 
h'om X. 
PROOF OF FACT A. In the case X is a B-ball, the fact is valid because ( is of even degree at 
each vertex of B-balls and each B-ball has its unique incoming arc. In the case X is a w~.rtex 
of the R-part, the fact follows from a simple calculation of numbers of incoming-outgoing arcs 
incident to-fl'om X. 
FA(:T B. (-arcs are strictly import dominant at the whole ll7-part. 
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PROOF OF FACT B.  C-arcs are strictly export dominant at the origin A (or a) and no arc 
is incident to (or from) a vertex of the N-part.  Hence, by Fact A, ~-arcs are strictly import 
dominant at the whole W-part. 
From Fact B, we can derive the inequality BUB(G - W) > 2[W[. Let m be the nmnber of 
incoming (-arcs to the W-part and n the number of outgoing (-arcs from W. Fact B claims 
~ > ~. 
First, because any incoming (-arc to W is a white arc along which ~ runs, at least m white 
(-arcs come into W. Second, 2[W[ red arcs go out from W because M is strong at each vertex 
of W (by (3) of Lemma 5). In those 2[W] red arcs only n arcs carry ~. So, 21W [ - n red arcs 
carry (, and hence, at least m + 2]W[ - n ~-arcs join W and G - W. For m > n, and from the 
definition of ~, we get BUB(G - W) > 2[W[. 
Now we deal with non-M.G.M, models. 
DEFINITION 8. Let G be a graph and u, v be its specified two (distinct) vertices. The C4- 
attaching of G, denoted by G*, is the union of G and (a quadrilateral) C4 together with two 
edges us and vt where s and t are nonadjacent vertices of C4 (Figure 1). 
S 
t 
Figure 1. 
We easily get the next lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Given a graph G and its C4-attaching G*, the following facts hold. 
(1) G has a 2-factor if and only if G* does. 
(2) G satisfies the condition TUT(2) if and only if G* does. 
(3) I f  M is a maximum 2-matching of G and M is weak (namely, not strong) at u and v, 
then M* = M + us + vt + sb + tb is a maximum 2-matching of G* and (G*, M*, a) is an 
M.G.M. model (Figure 1). 
From Theorem 8 and Lemma 9, we get the following main theorem. 
THEOREM 10. A graph G has a 2-factor if and only if G satisfies the condition TUT(2). 
